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* create Book Cracked 2022 Latest Version or magazine style image * use two sliders to adjust the thickness of the book or magazine and the shadow, so your picture will look like a book. * add frames to your image. * adjust the look of the frame. * change the color of the frame. * add a border to the frame. * add an outline to the frame. * customize the look of the background. * align the frame to the
picture. * change the direction of the text. * change the direction of the frame. * adjust the opacity. * change the frame color. * change the frame color and add gradient to it. * change the shadow. * change the size of the shadow. * change the rotation of the shadow. * change the shadow size. * change the frame color. * change the frame color. * change the border color. * change the border color. *
change the opacity. * change the opacity. * change the rotation. * change the border. * change the width of the border. * change the rotation. * change the color. * change the rotation. * change the text rotation. * change the text color. * change the shadow color. * change the shadow size. * change the opacity. * change the text size. * change the shadow color. * change the shadow size. * change the

shadow size. * change the opacity. * change the text color. * change the shadow size. * change the opacity. * change the opacity. * change the shadow color. * change the rotation. * change the text size. * change the size of the frame. * change the rotation. * change the color. * change the border color. * change the text color. * change the color of the border. * change the opacity. * change the shadow
color. * change the shadow size. * change the shadow size. * change the shadow size. * change the shadow color. * change the shadow size. * change the rotation. * change the rotation. * change the text color. * change the opacity. * change the size of the shadow. * change the rotation. * change the border. * change the border color 1d6a3396d6
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======================================== With Book, you add frames that look like stacked-up pages and a shadow in the center of the image, so that your photo seems to be in a book. Book is very intuitive, as it only has two sliders that control the thickness of the book and whether it's more like a book or a magazine. ======================================== Homepage: -
1-2-3 description - slider sizes - downloads - support Author: ============ RedBear Design ======================================== - Socials: - Facebook: - Instagram: ======================================== Credits: ============ General template: 3 Icon set: 3 ==================== Important notice: ==================== By downloading this item
you agree with our terms of service: Terms of Service I agree to download the template. I agree to use the template only for personal use. I agree to the terms of service. I agree to the privacy policy. I agree to receive updates from the author. ======================================== With Book, you add frames that look like stacked-up pages and a shadow in the center of the image, so that
your photo seems to be in a book. Book is very intuitive, as it only has two sliders that control the thickness of the book and whether it's more like a book or a magazine. Description: ======================================== With Book, you add frames that look like stacked-up pages and a shadow in the center of the image, so that your photo seems to be in a book. Book is very intuitive, as
it only has two sliders that control the thickness of the book and whether it's more like a book or a magazine. ======================================== Homepage: - 1-2-3 description - slider sizes - downloads - support Author: ============ RedBear Design ======================================== - Socials: - Facebook: - Instagram:
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System Requirements For Book:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8 (64-bit editions only), Windows 10 (64-bit editions only) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent Memory: 4GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics device with Shader Model 2.0 Storage: At least 7GB available space Additional Notes: This version supports up to 25 level-selections per instrument, and up to 14 instrument voices (including those of the "rhythm
drum kit"). A select number of instruments may be
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